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Imagine that your technology class begins like this: Monday 
morning engineering/technology education class opens 
with a class review of the newly assigned design challenge. 
It’s the students’ first design challenge of the school year, 
and you plan to guide them through the problem identifica-
tion stage of the design process. You ask a student to read 
the problem statement provided in the handout. You lead 
the students through a discussion about the problem; some 
students identify the client and user as well as some con-
straints and criteria. Some students struggle to picture how 
they will design a solution for this problem. They begin to 
ask more specific questions about possible prototypes and 
ask you to clearly define your expectations and also ask for 
an example of a possible solution. 
PAUSE. This scenario has happened to us as former middle 
school engineering/technology education teachers, and our 
students struggled to frame ill-defined design problems, 
often crippled by ambiguity. Furthermore, students were 
accustomed to being told specifically what was expected by 
the teacher, and it appeared that students struggled when 
assignments were more student-centered, providing free-
dom for them to define how they would solve the problem. 
So we did something that seems natural, and yet it is a limit-
ing approach to design—we provided examples of last year’s 
student designs. “As the teacher holds up a former student's 
prototype, he/she might say “Here is a good example from 
last year…” 
This is one of the most destructive teacher decisions one 
can make. You might wonder what 
is wrong with using this approach in 
teaching. After all, most classes have 
students seek peer examples—it is 
only natural to define expectations 
by prior students’ work. In this ar-
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As technology educators, how can we help students resist design fixation?
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design fixation
IDEO’S Rules of Brainstorming
1. Defer Judgment. There are no bad ideas in a brainstorm. 
There will be plenty of time to narrow the ideas later.
2. Encourage Wild Ideas. Even if an idea doesn’t seem 
realistic, it may spark a great idea for someone else.
3. Build on the Ideas of Others. When you hear an idea 
from a teammate, think “and...” rather than “but...” in 
order to be as generative and open as possible.
4. Stay Focused on Topic. To get more out of your session, 
keep your brainstorm “How Might We” question in sight.
5. One Conversation at a Time. All ideas should be heard, 
so only one person should talk at a time. Wait your turn 
to share and make sure the whole group is listening.
6. Be Visual. Draw your ideas, as opposed to just writing 
them down. Stick figures and simple sketches can say 
more than many words.
7. Go for Quantity. Set an outrageous goal—then surpass 
it. The best way to find one good idea is to come up with 
lots of ideas (Kelley, 2001, pp. 56-60).
2-liter bottle light.
ticle, we will review design models and illustrate how the various 
approaches to design may stifle creativity and promote design 
fixation. Design Fixation is defined as: “a blind, and sometimes 
counterproductive adherence to a limited set of ideas in the 
design process” (Jansson & Smith, 1991, p. 4).  
Very little has been written about design fixation, yet it appears 
to be a stronger force than designers realize, and engineering/
technology educators should be aware of this potential barrier 
to creativity and critical thinking—two important 21st century 
skills (Partnership for 21st Century Skills, 2009; and The National 
Center on Education and the Economy, 2006). 
Design Process Models
There are many examples of design models that lead with prob-
lem identification and then move into researching the problem 
and benchmarking. In many design models, brainstorming comes 
in the third stage or later. The authors have used several design 
models with this similar approach when teaching in secondary 
education. After conducting some research on design think-
ing and learning more about design fixation and the limits this 
phenomenon places on creativity, we began to seek a better ap-
proach. To prevent limiting students’ creativity in the design pro-
cess, Kelley created a design process model where brainstorm-
ing is positioned before identifying constraints and criteria and 
before benchmarking. Of course, the design process is not linear, 
it is iterative, so brainstorming occurs many times throughout 
the process, but this article will explain how the design process 
model influences students’ idea generation. This work is a part of 
Figure 1. TRAILS Design Process Model (Kelley, 2016, TRAILS Project)  
National Science Foundation, award #DRL-1513248.
 
 
the NSF-funded project called Teachers and Researcher Advanc-
ing Integrated Lessons in STEM (TRAILS). 
 
Design Fixation
Several years ago, Dr. Smith (Smith, Ward, & Schumacher, 1993; 
Jansson & Smith, 1991) gave a presentation at Purdue University 
and shared research findings on design fixation. He explained 
that designers, even expert designers, can easily become fixated 
on an existing design idea. If designers are introduced to an ex-
isting design, they cannot help but think about that design idea 
during the designing process. IDEO designers have indicated 
that it is helpful to have members of a design team who are 
naïve or novices to the product, process, or problem. The novice 
design team member has an ability to ask key questions, while 
experts believe they already know the process. For example, if 
a designer were asked to create an innovation for golfers, one 
might think that experienced golfers would be the best design 
team members; however, often these designers are fixated on 
what is instead of what could be. A novice to the sport of golf 
might speculate what could be because he or she is not con-
strained by the paradigm of traditional golf skills, processes, and 
equipment. Certainly, there is a time when experts can inform the 
design process, but IDEO’s approach to use novices has promise 
by allowing the designer to remain in a state of ambiguity in the 
early stage of design. 
Purge Design Ideas Early
As technology educators, how can we help students resist de-
sign fixation? We believe that right after presenting a design brief 
is the best time to ask students to participate in a brainstorming 
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session. Resist the urge to assign homework for students to take 
home with the design brief, allowing them to think about design 
ideas and come back to report ideas to the class. Students often 
go and conduct online searches for existing solutions or locate 
blogs about the topic. The best approach to resisting design 
fixation is to purge ideas early, conducting a brainstorming ses-
sion right after the review of the design brief. To encourage the 
most creative ideas, use IDEO’s rules for brainstorming. Chal-
lenge students to generate as many ideas as possible; larger 
classes can be broken into smaller teams, but often brainstorm-
ing sessions work well in groups, allowing students to build on 
the ideas of others. The goal is to get these early ideas out before 
students begin to benchmark—searching for existing solutions. 
Ban smartphones, tablets, and internet searches. The first round 
of brainstorming should focus on your students’ own ideas. 
Students likely will resist this process, but once the class begins 
generating ideas, the process will start to flow, and you may 
be amazed at how many ideas are generated. During a recent 
brainstorming session at Purdue, students generated over 340 
ideas in 30 minutes. Some of those ideas are crazy, unusable, or 
out of the scope of the class, but the ideas were not confined to 
refining existing designs—these were original ideas. Later in the 
process students can return to this first brainstorm to see those 
fresh and naïve ideas that were generated before they explored 
what already exists. There is a reason why young children are 
often credited as being innovative and creative—they are not 
constrained by knowing or understanding what exists. Young 
children are also not restrained by the “rules of engagement,” so 
they can propose simple solutions that often break rules and ask 
questions that adults may never consider.   
Facilitating Brainstorming Sessions 
Brainstorming is an area of the design process that is difficult to 
teach students and, as a result, we have heard design instructors 
say that brainstorming is like creativity—it can’t be taught. While 
it is true that creativity is often an innate ability, others indicate 
that creativity can be fostered. Brainstorming sessions also 
need to be fostered. The authors often allow students to start 
the brainstorming session alone, sketching and creating ideas 
on paper and then start the class brainstorming session sharing 
these ideas with the entire class, allowing everyone to add ideas 
to the session (IDEO Rule 3: Building on the ideas of others). 
As a facilitator of the session, the teacher’s job is to keep the 
ideas flowing and resist intervening until the momentum stops. 
Here are promptings based upon encouraging convergent and 
divergent thinking that have helped to keep students brainstorm-
ing ideas: 
Teacher Facilitating Brainstorming Prompts
A. Review existing ideas; what can you add to make the design 
more effective? (divergent technique). 
B. What ideas or parts of a design idea can be removed from 
your design and still allow it to function? (convergent). 
C. Review existing ideas; what designs can be combined to 
make new ideas? (divergent: building on the ideas of oth-
ers). Combine and add more ideas.
D. Identify crazy (out of the box) design ideas; can you make 
this idea more practical? What should be added or removed 
to make it usable? (converge) Redesign and explore the pos-
sibilities. 
E. Who would we talk to or observe who might help us design 
a solution? (divergent) This technique might help students 
think of user groups that benefit or experts from the design 
area, and it can lead to new ideas.  
*Kelley & Sung, Inspired by Gustafson, MacDonald, & Gentilini 
(2007).
When to Provide Design Examples
It is appropriate for a teacher to provide existing design ideas; 
however, it is a matter of when and how the examples are given 
that are of utmost importance when considering the design 
fixation issue. Clearly, benchmarking (the process of reviewing 
existing patents and product design ideas) is important in the 
engineering design process. Students do benefit from review-
ing and assessing existing design solutions. Helping students 
analyze pros and cons to existing design solutions helps them 
to eliminate design flaws within their own design ideas. When 
a teacher allows students to purge design ideas after reviewing 
a design brief or starting to define a design problem, he or she 
has given them the opportunity to express uninhibited ideas. A 
second brainstorming session after students define constraints 
and criteria is also helpful to allow students to converge on 
appropriate design solutions without fixating on existing ideas.  
After these brainstorming sessions, it is appropriate to allow 
students to explore existing design solutions such as commer-
cially designed products. Students should be cautioned to not 
just implement features of existing design solutions because this 
design fixation
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design fixation
used Thomas Edison sketches and Rube Goldberg cartoons to 
teach students design sketching techniques. These authentic  
real-world design examples help make the case for learning 
these design skills and why they are used in current practices. 
We believe this is an important pedagogical approach to answer 
the question, “Why do I need to learn this?” We have seen 
students take on these practices with greater effort after they un-
derstand why they are important in everyday life. Students might 
better maintain engineer’s notebooks if they fear someone steal-
ing their design ideas (Kelley, 2011); sketch more carefully when 
they see that Edison’s sketches still communicate over 80 years 
after his death; and may be inspired by history-maker Lindbergh 
and his ability to identify the most efficient design by carefully 
identifying constraints of transcontinental flight (Kelley, 2010).      
Design Fixation in the Classroom
Some might think that design fixation is only a hazard in pro-
fessional design firms and wonder if it really occurs in the K-12 
classroom. Consider the following case examples from two engi-
neering/technology educators as they reflect upon recent design 
fixation examples: 
Case 1: 
“The assignment was to design anything the high school 
engineering design students chose, with the final design 
to be 3D printed. The size constraints were 80mm x 80mm 
x 30mm. While I was presenting the details of this design 
assignment, I was holding and using a fidget spinner I 
designed and printed. This is a popular 3D printing product 
that even fidgety teachers enjoy. Students inadvertently 
took the cue of the fidget spinner in my hand. As a result, 
the right side of my classroom designed a fidget spinner 
for themselves, and the left side of my classroom designed 
rings to be 3D printed. (Engineering/Technology Teacher, ten 
years of teaching experience) 
 
It is interesting to note that some students’ response to the fidget 
spinner “cue” was to design a similar product, and others were 
drawn to the teacher’s hand, resulting in designed rings. Some 
teachers indicate that these could be coincidences; however, 
many teachers have shared similar experiences at teacher work-
shops that include information about design fixation and how it 
has increased their awareness of this creativity limitation. 
Case 2: 
The engineering/technology education teacher reflects 
upon the concept of design fixation…
“It was something I never thought much about, but after you 
presented the concept to me it was definitely something that 
has influenced my teaching style this year (2016-2017 school 
year). I now have students perform brainstorming right after 
I present a design brief, and as a result I have seen a wider 
range of designs and ways to approach the same problem. 
For example, the first group that did the Bumblebot proj-
limits innovation and only provides reverse-engineering design 
solutions. 
 
Additionally, students benefit from examples of good and bad 
design to help them to distinguish between effective and inef-
ficient/ineffective designs. Class discussions can help students 
identify the difference between good and bad design and seek 
to improve ineffective solutions. Work to avoid using design 
examples that are based upon personal opinions instead of 
specific design reasons. Effective designs are often found in 
products that have endured for decades; locate some of these 
designs and ask students to explore why they have remained 
effective. Also, share designs that have been rejected by society 
due to poor performance. Helping students to learn from existing 
designs provides opportunities for teachers to use the examples 
to illustrate key features that are both aesthetically pleasing and 
demonstrate design simplicity. 
Authentic Design – Learning Rationale
One of the most significant pedagogical approaches that the au-
thors have discovered in K-12 STEM research involves authentic 
design examples. Many approaches to STEM education indicate 
that design-based learning should involve authentic approaches 
to design (Brophy, Klein, Portsmore, & Rogers, 2008). It appears 
that real-world examples are important for student learning. The 
authors have seen the benefits of authentic learning contexts, 
but equally importantly, have discovered how students have 
benefited from learning from real examples of designers and 
adding discussion as to why the examples are effective. Kelley 
has provided examples of real engineers and technologies in his 
articles to help students learn the why, or the application of these 
techniques. For example, in Engineer’s Notebook (Kelley, 2009), 
he shared why engineer’s notebooks are used to protect design-
ers’ ideas. Optimization (Kelley, 2010) featured the design of the 
Spirit of St. Louis to illustrate the need for the optimization stage 
of design. More recently, Kelley & Sung (2016) and Kelley (2017) 
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ect (biomimicry inspired robot) yielded great designs with 
diverse design solutions. Other students, starting a month 
later, had two groups that created projects almost exactly 
the same as the "best” Bumblebot from the first class. The 
same thing happened with a truss bridge assignment. I 
like to keep exemplary projects around the room because 
I am proud of how well the students have done. However, I 
now realize the harm it can do because once students see 
a design that is successful, they have a hard time getting 
completely away from it. It is really hard to eliminate design 
fixation completely. You can, however, significantly decrease 
the level of fixation in the classroom by thinking critically 
about what information is necessary to provide to students 
and what they should find on their own.” (Engineering/Tech-
nology Teacher, three years of teaching experience)
Conclusion
The purpose of this article is to provide awareness of the danger 
of design fixation and promote the uses of brainstorming early 
in the design process—before fixation limits creative ideas. We 
have challenged technology teachers to carefully limit the use 
of design examples too early in the process and have provided 
suggestions for facilitating brainstorming sessions to help gener-
ate innovative ideas. The authors would also like to make clear 
that we are not suggesting that teachers never provide design 
examples; in fact, we highlight here techniques for providing 
students with authentic examples and the benefits of this ap-
proach as rationale for learning from these real-life examples. To 
return to the scenario at the start of the article, in reflection we 
realize that we reverted to showing students last year's student 
examples because we often failed to carefully and clearly outline 
outcomes of the design activities and, as a result, students failed 
to understand what was required. The fail-safe approach to this 
problem is to hold up last year’s best project—little did we know 
at the time we were limiting students’ creativity and promoting 
design fixation.    
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